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Community Middle School 
Summer Reading/Writing 2017 

Incoming 7th Grade 
 

Due'Thursday,'September'6th'
 

Reading Assignment: 7th Grade by Gary Soto 
Read Gary Soto’s short story, 7th Grade. After reading the short story, complete any six of 
the reading response choice board selections. All six activities must be completed for full 
credit. 
 
Writing Assignment: Calendar 
Complete each activity on the calendar. Each activity must be numbered according to its 
date in your new composition book. 
 
Additional Information 
 

❖ Late Assignments: Students may submit their assignment on Friday, September 7th for 
half-credit.  Assignments will not be accepted after Friday, September 7th.!

 
❖ Bonus Points: Students may choose 1 grade level appropriate book to read and 

create a book report on the story elements. The book must not be something you 
have read in class or have read previously. Write the title and author of the book on 
top of the paper and then provide details on the following:!

 
● Characters!
● Setting!
● Plot!
● Conflict!
● Resolution !

 
Wednesday, September 5- 5 points  Thursday, September 6- 3 points 

 
 

Each assignment will count as a homework grade for the first marking period. 
 

(Homework is 10% of the marking period grade.) 
 
 
The above information and other information about summer tutoring sessions can be found 

on the Community Middle School’s webpage. 
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“Seventh Grade” by Gary Soto 
 
1.   On the first day of school, Victor stood in line half an hour before he came to a 

wobbly card table. He was handed a packet of papers and a computer card on which he listed his 
one elective1, French. He already spoke Spanish and English, but he thought some day he might 
travel to France, where it was cool; not like Fresno, where summer days reached 110 degrees in 
the shade. There were rivers in France, and huge churches, and fair-skinned people everywhere, 
the way there were brown people all around Victor 

2.  Besides, Teresa, a girl he had liked since they were in catechism classes at Saint Theresa’s, 
was taking French, too. With any luck they would be in the same class. Teresa is going to be my 
girl this year, he promised himself as he left the gym full of students in their new fall clothes. 
She was cute. And good in math, too, Victor thought as he walked down the hall to his 
homeroom. He ran into his friend, Michael Torres, by the water fountain that never turned off. 

3.  They shook hands, raza-style, and jerked their heads at one another in a saludo de vato2. 
“How come you’re making a face?” asked Victor. 

4.  “I ain’t making a face, ese3. This is my face.” Michael said his face had changed during the 
summer. He had read a GQ magazine that his older brother had borrowed from the Book Mobile 
and noticed that the male models all had the same look on their faces. They would stand, one 
arm around a beautiful woman, and scowl. They would sit at the pool, their rippled stomachs 
dark with shadow, and scowl. They would sit at dinner tables, cool drinks in their hands, and 
scowl. 

5.   “I think it works,” Michael said. He scowled and let his upper lip quiver. His teeth showed 
along with the ferocity of his soul. “Belinda Reyes walked by a while ago and looked at me,” he 
said. 

6.  Victor didn’t say anything, though he thought his friend looked pretty strange. They talked 
about recent movies, baseball, their parents, and the horrors of picking grapes in order to buy 
their fall clothes. Picking grapes was like living in Siberia4, except hot and more boring. 

7.   “What classes are you taking?” Michael said, scowling. 
8.  “French. How ‘bout you?” 
9.  “Spanish. I ain’t so good at it, even if I’m Mexican." 
10.  “I’m not either, but I’m better at it than math, that’s for sure.” 
11.  A tinny, three-beat bell propelled students to their homerooms. The two friends socked each 

other in the arm and went their ways, Victor thinking, man, that’s weird. Michael thinks making 
a face makes him handsome. 

12.  On the way to his homeroom, Victor tried a scowl. He felt foolish, until out of the corner of 
his eye he saw a girl looking at him. Umm, he thought, maybe it does work. He scowled with 
greater conviction5. 

13.  In the homeroom, roll was taken, emergency cards were passed out, and they were given a 
bulletin to take home to their parents. The principal, Mr. Belton, spoke over the crackling 
loudspeaker, welcoming the students to a new year, new experiences, and new friendships. The 
students squirmed in their chairs and ignored him, they were anxious to go to first period. Victor 
sat calmly, thinking of Teresa, who sat two rows away, reading a paperback novel. This would 

                                                 
1 elective (n.) - optional course or subject 
2 raza-style. . .saludo de vato - Spanish gestures of greeting between friends 
3 ese - Spanish word for “man” 
4 Sibera - region in northern Asia known for its harsh winters 
5 conviction (n.) - belief 
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be his lucky year. She was in his homeroom, and would probably be in his English and math 
classes. And, of course, French. 

14.  The bell rang for first period, and the students herded noisily through the door. Only Teresa 
lingered, talking with the homeroom teacher. 

15.  “So you think I should talk to Mrs. Gaines?” she asked the teacher. “She would know about 
ballet?” 

16.  “She would be a good bet,” the teacher said. Then added, “Or the gym teacher, Mrs. Garza." 
17.  Victor lingered, keeping his head down and staring at his desk. He wanted to leave when she 

did so he could bump into her and say something clever. 
18.  He watched her on the sly. As she turned to leave, he stood up and hurried to the door, 

where he managed to catch her eye. She smiled and said, “Hi, Victor." 
19.  He smiled back and said, “Yeah, that's me.” His brown face blushed. Why hadn’t he said, 

“Hi, Teresa,” or "How was your summer?” or something nice. 
20.  As Teresa walked down the hall, Victor walked the other way, looking back, admiring how 

gracefully she walked, one foot in front of the other. So much for being in the same class, he 
thought. As he trudged to English, he practiced scowling. 

21.  In English they reviewed the parts of speech. Mr. Lucas, a portly man, waddled down the 
aisle, asking, “What is a noun?” 

22.  “A person, place, or thing,” said the class in unison. 
23.  “Yes, now somebody give mean example of a person--you, Victor Rodriguez.” 
24.  "Teresa,” Victor said automatically. Some of the girls giggled. They knew he had a crush on 

Teresa. He felt himself blushing again. 
25.   “Correct,” Mr. Lucas said. “Now provide me with a place.”  
26.  Mr. Lucas called on a freckled kid who answered, “Teresa’s house with a kitchen full of big 

brothers.”      
27.          After English, Victor had math, his weakest subject. He sat in the back by the window, 

hoping that he would not be called on. Victor understood most of the problems, but some of the 
stuff looked like the teacher made it up as she went along.  It was confusing, like the inside of a 
watch. 

28.  After math he had a fifteen-minute break, then social studies, and finally lunch. He bought a 
tuna casserole with buttered rolls, some fruit cocktail, and milk. He sat with Michael, who 
practiced scowling between bites.      

29.  Girls walked by and looked at him, “See what I mean, Vic?” Michael scowled.  “They love 
it.” 

30.  “Yeah, I guess so.” 
31.  They ate slowly, Victor scanning the horizon for a glimpse of Teresa. He didn’t see her. She 

must have brought lunch, he thought, and is eating outside. Victor scraped his plate and left 
Michael, who was busy scowling at a girl two tables away.  

32.  The small, triangle-shaped campus bustled with students talking about their new classes. 
Everyone was in a sunny mood. Victor hurried to the bag lunch area, where he sat down and 
opened his math book. He moved his lips as if he were reading, but his mind was somewhere 
else. He raised his eyes slowly and looked around. No Teresa.        

33.  He lowered his eyes, pretending to study, then looked slowly to the left. No Teresa. He 
turned a page in the book and stared at some math problems that scared him because he knew he 
would have to do them eventually. He looked at the right. Still no sign of her. He stretched out 
lazily in an attempt to disguise his snooping. 

34.  Then he saw her. She was sitting with a girlfriend under a plum tree. Victor moved to a table 
near her and daydreamed about taking her to a movie. When the bell sounded, Teresa looked up, 
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and their eyes met. She smiled sweetly and gathered her books. Her next class was French, same 
as Victor’s. 

35.  They were among the last students to arrive in class, so all the good desks in the back had 
already been taken. Victor was forced to sit near the front, a few desks away from Teresa, while 
Mr. Bueller wrote French words on the chalkboard. The bell rang, and Mr. Bueller wiped his 
hands, turned to the class, and said, “Bonjour.”6 

36.   “Bonjour,” braved a few students. 
37.   “Bonjour,” Victor whispered. He wondered if Teresa heard him. 
38.  Mr. Bueller said that if the students studied hard, at the end of the year they could go to 

France and be understood by the populace. 
39.  One kid raised his hand and asked, “What’s ‘populace’?” 
40.  “The people, the people of France.” 
41.  Mr. Bueller asked if anyone knew French. Victor raised his hand, wanting to impress 

Teresa. The teacher beamed and said, “Très bien. Parlez-vous français?”7 
42.  Victor didn’t know what to say. The teacher wet his lips and asked something else in 

French. The room grew silent. Victor felt all eyes staring at him. He tried to bluff his way out by 
making noises that sounded French. 

43.  “La me vave me con le grandma,” he said uncertainly. 
44.  Mr. Bueller, wrinkling his face in curiosity, asked him to speak up. 
45.  Great rosebushes of red bloomed on Victor’s cheeks. A river of nervous sweat ran down his 

palms. He felt awful. Teresa sat a few desks away, no doubt thinking he was a fool. Without 
looking at Mr. Bueller, Victor mumbled, ‘Frenchie oh wewe gee in September.” 

46.  Mr. Bueller asked Victor to repeat what he said. 
47.   “Frenchie oh wewe gee in September," Victor repeated. 
48.  Mr. Bueller understood that the boy didn’t know French and turned away. He walked to the 

blackboard and pointed to the words on the board with his steel-edged ruler. 
49.   “Le bateau,” he sang. 
50.   “Le bateau,” the students repeated. 
51.  “Le bateau est sur l’eau,”8 he sang. 
52.  “Le bateau est sur l’eau.” 
53.  Victor was too weak from failure to join the class. He stared at the board and wished he had 

taken Spanish, not French. Better yet, he wished he could start his life over. He had never been 
so embarrassed.  He bit his thumb until he tore off a sliver of skin. 

54.  The bell sounded for fifth period, and Victor shot out of the room, avoiding the stares of the 
other kids, but had to return for his math book. He looked sheepishly9 at the teacher, who was 
erasing the board, then widened his eyes in terror at Teresa who stood in front of him. “I didn’t 
know you knew French,”she said. “That was good.” 

55.  Mr. Bueller looked at Victor, and Victor looked back. Oh please, don’t say anything, Victor 
pleaded with his eyes. I’ll wash your car, mow your lawn, walk your dog--anything! I'll be your 
best student, and I’ll clean your erasers after school. 

56.  Mr. Bueller shuffled through the papers on his desk, He smiled and hummed as he sat down 
to work. He remembered his college years when he dated a girlfriend in borrowed cars. She 

                                                 
6 Bonjour – French for “Hello”; “Good day” 
7 Très bien.  Parlez-vous français? – French for “Very well.  Do you speak French?” 
8 Le bateau est sur l’eau – French for “The boat is on the water.” 
9 Sheepishly (adv.) – in a shy or embarrassed way 
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thought he was rich because each time he picked her up he had a different car. It was fun until 
he had spent all his money on her and had to write home to his parents because he was broke. 

57.  Victor couldn’t stand to look at Teresa. He was sweaty with shame. “Yeah, well, I picked up 
a few things from movies and books and stuff like that.” They left the class together. Teresa 
asked him if he would help her with her French. 

58.  “Sure, anytime,” Victor said. 
59.  “I won’t be bothering you, will I?” 
60.  “Oh no, I like being bothered.” 
61.  “Bonjour.” Teresa said, leaving him outside her next class. She smiled and pushed wisps of 

hair from her face. 
62.  “Yeah, right, bonjour,” Victor said. He turned and headed to his class. The rosebuds of 

shame on his face became bouquets of love. Teresa is a great girl, he thought. And Mr. Bueller 
is a good guy. 

63.  He raced to metal shop. After metal shop there was biology, and after biology a long sprint 
to the public library, where he checked out three French textbooks. 

64.  He was going to like seventh grade. 
 
 
 

GARY SOTO 
(b. 1952) 

 
Gary Soto has a lot in common with the character Victor Rodriguez.  Soto grew up in 
Fresno and once harvested crops in the fields of California.   

 
Soto began writing while in college.  In the fiction and poetry he’s written since, he 
reaches back to the sense of belonging he felt in Fresno.  He often writes for young 
adults, who he knows are also searching for their own community and their own 
place. 

 



 
 

Community Middle School 
Summer Reading/Writing 2017 

Incoming 8th Grade 
 

Due'Thursday,'September'6th'
 

Reading Assignment: Amigo Brothers 
Read Piri Thomas’s short story, Amigo Brothers. After reading the short story, answer the five 
multiple choice questions and two open-ended comprehension questions. 
 
Writing Assignment: Calendar 
Complete the activities on the calendar. Each activity must be numbered according to its 
date. 
 
Additional Information 
 

❖ Late Assignments: Students may submit their assignment on Friday, September 7th for 
half-credit.  Assignments will not be accepted after Friday, September 7th.!

 
❖ Bonus Points: Students may choose 1 grade level appropriate book to read and 

create a book report on the story elements. Write the title and author of the book on 
top of the paper and then provide details on the following:!

 
● Characters!
● Setting!
● Plot!
● Conflict!
● Resolution !

 
Wednesday, September 5- 5 points  Thursday, September 6- 3 points 

 
 

Each assignment will count as a homework grade for the first marking period. 
 

(Homework is 10% of the marking period grade.) 
 
 
The above information and other information about summer tutoring sessions can be found 

on the Community Middle School’s webpage. 
 



Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which of the following describes the theme of the short story?

A. Competing against friends can permanently alter a friendship.

B. Some friendships can’t be damaged, not even by the strain of competition.

C. Competitions can drive people to act as they normally wouldn’t.

D. The violent nature of sports can make it diTcult to remain friends with
competitors.

2. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?

A. “‘I just think it’s cooler if we split right here. After the Rght, we can get it together
again like nothing ever happened.’” (Paragraph 30)

B. “When Felix Rnally left the theater, he had Rgured out how to psych himself for
tomorrow’s Rght. It was Felix the Champion vs. Antonio the Challenger.”
(Paragraph 42)

C. “If Felix had any small doubt about their friendship aVecting their Rght, it was
being neatly dispelled.” (Paragraph 69)

D. “The sounds of their blows were loud in contrast to the silence of a crowd gone
completely mute. The referee was stunned by their savagery.” (Paragraph 95)

3. PART A: How do Antonio and Felix act around each other after they Rnd out they will be
Rghting?

A. They grow suspicious of each other, afraid that one will cheat the other out of a
win.

B. They decide to treat each other as purely competitors for the time being.

C. They are excited for each other, as they know they are both deserving of the
win.

D. They show oV their skills, hoping to scare the other one and keep them from
competing.

4. PART B: Which quote from the text best supports the answer to Part A?

A. “They fooled around with a few jabs at the air, slapped skin, and then took oV,
running lightly along the dirty East River’s edge.” (Paragraph 8)

B. “Antonio then beat the air with a barrage of body blows and short devastating
lefts with an overhead jaw-breaking right.” (Paragraph 9)

C. “‘In fact, since we found out it was going to be me and you, I’ve been awake at
night, pulling punches on you, trying not to hurt you.’” (Paragraph 16)

D. “‘When we get into the ring, it’s gotta be like we never met. We gotta be like two
heavy strangers that want the same thing and only one can have it.’” (Paragraph
22)

5. How does paragraph 45 contribute to readers’ understanding of Antonio’s perspective?

A. It shows that Antonio is willing to beat Felix no matter what it takes.

B. It expresses how conRdent Antonio feels in his ability to beat Felix.

C. It reveals that Antonio is worried about his friendship with Felix.

D. It reveals that Antonio is conRdent in the strength of his friendship with Felix.

10



6. What is the eVect of time being described as “heavy” in paragraph 45?

7. Re-read the passage where Felix and Antonio Rght, starting at paragraph 69. How does the
author build suspense during the Rght?

11



 

 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Complete all 
activities in 
a new 
composition 
book and 
number 
accordingly. 

WP: Writing 
Prompt  → 
Minimum of five 
sentences. 
D: Define 
G: Grammar 
V: Vocabulary 
 

 1. 
List and 
define the 
parts of a 
story: 
Exposition, 
Rising action, 
Climax, 
Falling action, 
and 
Resolution 

2. 
WP: Write a 
letter to your 
teacher about 
yourself. 

3. 
V: Define the 
word, frantic, 
and use it in a 
sentence. 

 

4. 
D: What is the 
difference 
between ‘simile’ 
and ‘metaphor’? 
Give one 
example for 
each. 

5. 
D: Define the 
literary term, 
pun. 

6. 
Briefly describe 
these 
revolutions: 
 
Scientific 
Enlightenment 
French 
American 
Industrial 

7. 
G: What is a 
prepositional 
phrase? 
Write a 
sentence 
using a 
prepositional 
phrase. 

 
 

8. 
List six words 
using the 
prefix, ‘pre-’  

9. 
WP: Imagine 
you are a 
character in 
your favorite 
video game. 
Write a 
paragraph 
with you as 
the main 
character in 
that game. 

10. 
V: Define the 
word, 
restrictive, and 
use it in a 
sentence. 

11. 
D: What is 
satire? What 
specific 
elements would 
you find in a 
satire.  

12. 
D: Define the 
term, irony. 

13. 
WP: Who were 
the Mayans, 
Incas, and 
Aztecs? Briefly 
describe each 
group. 

14. 
G: What is 
the difference 
between a 
plural noun 
and a 
possessive 
noun? 

15. 
Write a 
sentence 
using 
alliteration.  

 
 

16. 
WP: Write 
about your 
happiest 
childhood 
memory. 

17. 
V: Define the 
word 
coincidence 
and use it in a 
sentence. 

18. 
D: What are the 
elements of the 
horror genre? 

19. 
D: Define 
theme. 

20. 
WP: You are a 
monarch of a 
kingdom. What 
is your role? 
How would you 
rule? 

21. 
G: List six 
words with 
the root word 
therm. 

22 
List six words 
with the 
prefix micro-  
. 

23. 
WP: If you 
could have a 
superpower 
what would it 
be? And what 
would you do 
with that 
power? 

24. 
V: Define the 
word, tedious, 
and use it in a 
sentence. 

25. 
D: What is the 
difference 
between a 
biography and 
an 
autobiography? 

26. 
D: Define 
Author’s 
Purpose 
 

27. 
D: Define the 
term, legacy, 
and use it in a 
sentence. 

28 
G: What is an 
adverb? . 

29. 
List six words 
with the suffix   
-able. 

30. 
When did the 
Renaissance 
occur? Write 3 
sentences that 
describe it. 

31. 
V: Define the 
word portable 
and use it in a 
sentence. 
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Name: Class:

"Boxing Gloves" by Kristin Wall is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0

Amigo Brothers
By Piri Thomas

1978

Piri Thomas (1928-2011) was a writer and poet, best known for his memoir Down These Mean Streets.
Thomas was born to a Puerto Rican mother and Cuban father. During his childhood, Thomas lived in East
Harlem, which became known as “Spanish Harlem.” In this short story, two best friends become competitors
when they must 9ght each other in a boxing match. As you read, take notes on what the two friends feel
after they 9nd out they will be 9ghting each other.

Antonio Cruz and Felix Vargas were both
seventeen years old. They were so together in
friendship that they felt themselves to be
brothers. They had known each other since
childhood, growing up on the Lower East Side of
Manhattan in the same tenement1 building on
Fifth Street between Avenue A and Avenue B.

Antonio was fair, lean, and lanky, while Felix was
dark, short, and husky. Antonio’s hair was always
falling over his eyes, while Felix wore his black
hair in a natural Afro style.

Each youngster had a dream of someday
becoming lightweight champion of the world.
Every chance they had, the boys worked out, sometimes at the Boys’ Club on 10th Street and Avenue A
and sometimes at the pro’s gym on 14th Street. Early morning sunrises would Rnd them running along
the East River Drive, wrapped in sweat shirts, short towels around their necks, and handkerchiefs
Apache style around their foreheads.

While some youngsters were into street negatives, Antonio and Felix slept, ate, rapped, and dreamt
positive. Between them, they had a collection of Fight magazines second to none, plus a scrapbook
Rlled with torn tickets to every boxing match they had ever attended, and some clippings of their own.
If asked a question about any given Rghter, they would immediately zip out from their memory banks
divisions, weights, records of Rghts, knockouts, technical knockouts, and draws or losses.

Each had fought many bouts2 representing their community and had won two gold-plated medals plus
a silver and bronze medallion. The diVerence was in their style. Antonio’s lean form and long reach
made him the better boxer, while Felix’s short and muscular frame made him the better slugger.3

Whenever they had met in the ring for sparring sessions, it had always been hot and heavy.

[1]

[5]

1. a large building that has apartments for rent
2. a wrestling or boxing match
3. a person who throws hard punches

1

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kwdesigns/734124559


Now, after a series of elimination bouts, they had been informed that they were to meet each other in
the division Rnals that were scheduled for the seventh of August, two weeks away — the winner to
represent the Boys’ Club in the Golden Gloves Championship Tournament.

The two boys continued to run together along the East River Drive. But even when joking with each
other, they both sensed a wall rising between them.

One morning less than a week before their bout, they met as usual for their daily workout. They fooled
around with a few jabs at the air, slapped skin, and then took oV, running lightly along the dirty East
River’s edge.

Antonio glanced at Felix, who kept his eyes purposely straight ahead, pausing from time to time to do
some fancy leg work while throwing one-twos followed by uppercuts to an imaginary jaw. Antonio then
beat the air with a barrage4 of body blows and short devastating lefts with an overhead jaw-breaking
right.

After a mile or so, Felix puVed and said, “Let’s stop a while, bro. I think we both got something to say to
each other.”

Antonio nodded. It was not natural to be acting as though nothing unusual was happening when two
ace-boon5 buddies were going to be blasting each other within a few short days.

They rested their elbows on the railing separating them from the river. Antonio wiped his face with his
short towel. The sunrise was now creating day.

Felix leaned heavily on the river’s railing and stared across to the shores of Brooklyn. Finally, he broke
the silence.

“Man. I don’t know how to come out with it.”

Antonio helped. “It’s about our Rght, right?”

“Yeah, right.” Felix’s eyes squinted at the rising orange sun. “I’ve been thinking about it too, panin.6 In
fact, since we found out it was going to be me and you, I’ve been awake at night, pulling punches on
you, trying not to hurt you.”

“Same here. It ain’t natural not to think about the Rght. I mean, we both are cheverote7 Rghters and we
both want to win. But only one of us can win. There ain’t no draws in the eliminations.”

Felix tapped Antonio gently on the shoulder. “I don’t mean to sound like I’m bragging, bro. But I wanna
win, fair and square.”

Antonio nodded quietly. “Yeah. We both know that in the ring the better man wins. Friend or no friend,
brother or no…”

[10]

[15]

4. a concentrated outpouring of blows
5. a term meaning “very good friends”
6. a Puerto Rican Spanish slang term meaning “buddy”
7. a Puerto Rican Spanish slang term for “the greatest”

2



Felix Rnished it for him. “Brother. Tony, let’s promise something right here. OK?”

“If it’s fair, hermano,8 I’m for it.” Antonio admired the courage of a tugboat pulling a barge Rve times its
welter-weight9 size.

“It’s fair, Tony. When we get into the ring, it’s gotta be like we never met. We gotta be like two heavy
strangers that want the same thing and only one can have it. You understand, don’t cha?”

“Sí, I know.” Tony smiled. “No pulling punches. We go all the way.”

“Yeah, that’s right. Listen, Tony. Don’t you think it’s a good idea if we don’t see each other until the day
of the Rght? I’m going to stay with my Aunt Lucy in the Bronx. I can use Gleason’s Gym for working out.
My manager says he got some sparring partners with more or less your style.”

Tony scratched his nose pensively.10 “Yeah, it would be better for our heads.” He held out his hand,
palm upward. “Deal?”

“Deal.” Felix lightly slapped open skin.

“Ready for some more running?” Tony asked lamely.

“Naw, bro. Let’s cut it here. You go on. I kinda like to get things together in my head.”

“You ain’t worried, are you?” Tony asked.

“No way, man.” Felix laughed out loud. “I got too much smarts for that. I just think it’s cooler if we split
right here. After the Rght, we can get it together again like nothing ever happened.”

The amigo brothers were not ashamed to hug each other tightly.

“Guess you’re right. Watch yourself, Felix. I hear there’s some pretty heavy dudes up in the Bronx.
Suavecito,11 OK?”

“OK. You watch yourself too, sabe?”12

Tony jogged away. Felix watched his friend disappear from view, throwing rights and lefts. Both
Rghters had a lot of psyching up to do before the big Rght.

The days in training passed much too slowly. Although they kept out of each other’s way, they were
aware of each other’s progress via the ghetto grapevine.

[20]

[25]

[30]

[35]

8. Spanish for “brother”
9. a weight in boxing in the range between 140 and 147 pounds

10. Pensive (adjective): engaged in deep or serious thought
11. a Puerto Rican Spanish slang term for “cool”
12. Spanish for “you know”
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The evening before the big Rght, Tony made his way to the roof of his tenement. In the quiet early
dark, he peered over the ledge. Six stories below, the lights of the city blinked and the sounds of cars
mingled with the curses and the laughter of children in the street. He tried not to think of Felix, feeling
he had succeeded in psyching his mind. But only in the ring would he really know. To spare Felix hurt,
he would have to knock him out, early and quick.

Up in the South Bronx, Felix decided to take in a movie in an eVort to keep Antonio’s face away from
his Rsts. The Sick was The Champion with Kirk Douglas, the third time Felix was seeing it.

The champion was getting beaten, his face being pounded into raw, wet hamburger. His eyes were cut,
jagged, bleeding, one eye swollen, the other almost shut. He was saved only by the sound of the bell.

Felix became the champ and Tony the challenger.

The movie audience was going out of its head, roaring in blood lust at the butchery going on. The
champ hunched his shoulders, grunting and sniTng red blood back into his broken nose. The
challenger, conRdent that he had the championship in the bag, threw a left. The champ countered with
a dynamite right that exploded into the challenger’s brains.

Felix’s right arm felt the shock. Antonio’s face, superimposed13 on the screen, was shattered and split
apart by the awesome force of the killer blow. Felix saw himself in the ring, blasting Antonio against the
ropes. The champ had to be forcibly restrained. The challenger was allowed to crumble slowly to the
canvas, a broken bloody mess.

When Felix Rnally left the theater, he had Rgured out how to psych himself for tomorrow’s Rght. It was
Felix the Champion vs. Antonio the Challenger.

He walked up some dark streets, deserted except for small pockets of wary-looking kids wearing gang
colors. Despite the fact that he was Puerto Rican like them, they eyed him as a stranger to their turf.
Felix did a fast shuUe, bobbing and weaving, while letting loose a torrent of blows that would demolish
whatever got in its way. It seemed to impress the brothers, who went about their own business.

Finding no takers, Felix decided to split to his aunt’s. Walking the streets had not relaxed him; neither
had the Rght Sick. All it had done was to stir him up. He let himself quietly into his Aunt Lucy’s
apartment and went straight to bed, falling into a Rtful sleep with sounds of the gong for Round One.

Antonio was passing some heavy time on his rooftop. How would the Rght tomorrow aVect his
relationship with Felix? After all, Rghting was like any other profession. Friendship had nothing to do
with it. A gnawing doubt crept in. He cut negative thinking real quick by doing some speedy fancy
dance steps, bobbing and weaving like mercury.14 The night air was blurred with perpetual motions of
left hooks and right crosses. Felix, his amigo brother, was not going to be Felix at all in the ring. Just an
opponent with another face. Antonio went to sleep, hearing the opening bell for the Rrst round. Like
his friend in the South Bronx, he prayed for victory via a quick clean knockout in the Rrst round.

Large posters plastered all over the walls of local shops announced the Rght between Antonio Cruz
and Felix Vargas as the main bout.

[40]

[45]

13. to place or lay one thing over another
14. a heavy silvery-white metal that is liquid at ordinary temperatures
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The Rght had created great interest in the neighborhood. Antonio and Felix were well liked and
respected. Each had his own loyal following. Betting fever was high and ranged from a bottle of Coke to
cold hard cash on the line.

Antonio’s fans bet with unbridled15 faith in his boxing skills. On the other side, Felix’s admirers bet on
his dynamite-packed Rsts.

Felix had returned to his apartment early in the morning of August 7th and stayed there, hoping to
avoid seeing Antonio. He turned the radio on to salsa music sounds and then tried to read while
waiting for word from his manager.

The Rght was scheduled to take place in Tompkins Square Park. It had been decided that the
gymnasium of the Boys’ Club was not large enough to hold all the people who were sure to attend. In
Tompkins Square Park, everyone who wanted could view the Rght, whether from ringside or window
Rre escapes or tenement rooftops.

The morning of the Rght Tompkins Square was a beehive of activity with numerous workers setting up
the ring, the seats, and the guest speakers’ stand. The scheduled bouts began shortly after noon and
the park had begun Rlling up even earlier.

The local junior high school across from Tompkins Square Park served as the dressing room for all the
Rghters. Each was given a separate classroom with desk tops, covered with mats, serving as resting
tables. Antonio thought he caught a glimpse of Felix waving to him from a room at the far end of the
corridor. He waved back just in case it had been him.

The Rghters changed from their street clothes into Rghting gear. Antonio wore white trunks, black
socks, and black shoes. Felix wore sky-blue trunks, red socks, and white boxing shoes. They had
dressing gowns to match their Rghting trunks with their names neatly stitched on the back.

The loudspeakers blared into the open windows of the school. There were speeches by dignitaries,16

community leaders, and great boxers of yesteryear. Some were well prepared; some improvised on
the spot. They all carried the same message of great pleasure and honor at being part of such a
historic event. This great day was in the tradition of champions emerging from the streets of the Lower
East Side.

Interwoven with the speeches were the sounds of the other boxing events. After the sixth bout, Felix
was much relieved when his trainer, Charlie, said, “Time change. Quick knockout. This is it. We’re on.”

Waiting time was over. Felix was escorted from the classroom by a dozen fans in white T-shirts with the
word FELIX across their fronts.

Antonio was escorted down a diVerent stairwell and guided through a roped-oV path.

As the two climbed into the ring, the crowd exploded with a roar. Antonio and Felix both bowed
gracefully and then raised their arms in acknowledgment.

[50]

[55]

15. Unbridled (adjective): not held back or controlled
16. a person who holds a high rank or oTce
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Antonio tried to be cool, but even as the roar was in its Rrst birth, he turned slowly to meet Felix’s eyes
looking directly into his. Felix nodded his head and Antonio responded. And both as one, just as
quickly, turned away to face his own corner.

Bong — bong — bong. The roar turned to stillness.

“Ladies and Gentlemen, Señores y Señoras.”

The announcer spoke slowly, pleased at his bilingual eVorts.

“Now the moment we have all been waiting for — the main event between two Rne young Puerto Rican
Rghters, products of our Lower East Side.”

“Loisaida,”17 called out a member of the audience.

“In this corner, weighing 134 pounds, Felix Vargas. And in this corner, weighing 133 pounds, Antonio
Cruz. The winner will represent the Boys’ Club in the tournament of champions, the Golden Gloves.
There will be no draw. May the best man win.”

The cheering of the crowd shook the window panes of the old buildings surrounding Tompkins Square
Park. At the center of the ring, the referee was giving instructions to the youngsters.

“Keep your punches up. No low blows. No punching on the back of the head. Keep your heads up.
Understand? Let’s have a clean Rght. Now shake hands and come out Rghting.”

Both youngsters touched gloves and nodded. They turned and danced quickly to their corners. Their
head towels and dressing gowns were lifted neatly from their shoulders by their trainers’ nimble18

Rngers. Antonio crossed himself.19 Felix did the same.

BONG! BONG! ROUND ONE. Felix and Antonio turned and faced each other squarely in a Rghting pose.
Felix wasted no time. He came in fast, head low, half-hunched toward his right shoulder, and lashed
out with a straight left. He missed a right cross as Antonio slipped the punch and countered with one-
two-three lefts that snapped Felix’s head back, sending a mild shock coursing through him. If Felix had
any small doubt about their friendship aVecting their Rght, it was being neatly dispelled.20

Antonio danced, a joy to behold. His left hand was like a piston pumping jabs one right after another
with seeming ease. Felix bobbed and weaved and never stopped boring in. He knew that at long range
he was at a disadvantage. Antonio had too much reach on him. Only by coming in close could Felix
hope to achieve the dreamed-of knockout.

Antonio knew the dynamite that was stored in his amigo brother’s Rst. He ducked a short right and
missed a left hook. Felix trapped him against the ropes just long enough to pour some punishing rights
and lefts to Antonio’s hard midsection. Antonio slipped away from Felix, crashing two lefts to his head,
which set Felix’s right ear to ringing.

[60]

[65]

[70]

17. a term derived from Puerto Rican Spanish meaning “Lower East Side”
18. Nimble (adjective): quick and light in movement or action
19. a ritual blessing made by members of some branches of Christianity
20. Dispel (verb): to make something go away or end
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Bong! Both amigos froze a punch well on its way, sending up a roar of approval for good
sportsmanship.

Felix walked briskly back to his corner. His right ear had not stopped ringing. Antonio gracefully danced
his way toward his stool none the worse, except for glowing glove burns showing angry red against the
whiteness of his midribs.

“Watch that right, Tony.” His trainer talked into his ear. “Remember Felix always goes to the body. He’ll
want you to drop your hands for his overhand left or right. Got it?”

Antonio nodded, spraying water out between his teeth. He felt better as his sore midsection was being
Rrmly rubbed.

Felix’s corner was also busy.

“You gotta get in there, fella.” Felix’s trainer poured water over his curly Afro locks. “Get in there or he’s
gonna chop you up from way back.”

Bong! Bong! Round two. Felix was oV his stool and rushed Antonio like a bull, sending a hard right to
his head. Beads of water exploded from Antonio’s long hair.

Antonio, hurt, sent back a blurring barrage of lefts and rights that only meant pain to Felix, who
returned with a short left to the head followed by a looping right to the body. Antonio countered with
his own Surry, forcing Felix to give ground. But not for long.

Felix bobbed and weaved, bobbed and weaved, occasionally punching his two gloves together.

Antonio waited for the rush that was sure to come. Felix closed in and feinted21 with his left shoulder
and threw a right instead. Lights suddenly exploded inside Felix’s head as Antonio slipped the blow and
hit him with a pistonlike left, catching him Sush on the point of his chin.

Bedlam22 broke loose as Felix’s legs momentarily buckled. He fought oV a series of rights and lefts and
came back with a strong right that taught Antonio respect.

Antonio danced in carefully. He knew Felix had the habit of playing possum when hurt, to sucker an
opponent within reach of the powerful bombs he carried in each Rst.

A right to the head slowed Antonio’s pretty dancing. He answered with his own left at Felix’s right eye
that began puTng up within three seconds.

Antonio, a bit too eager, moved in too close, and Felix had him entangled into a rip-roaring, punching
toe-to-toe slugfest that brought the whole Tompkins Square Park screaming to its feet.

[75]

[80]

[85]

21. to make a deceptive or distracting movement
22. Bedlam (noun): a scene of uproar and confusion
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Rights to the body. Lefts to the head. Neither Rghter was giving an inch. Suddenly a short right caught

Antonio squarely on the chin. His long legs turned to jelly and his arms Sailed out desperately. Felix,

grunting like a bull, threw wild punches from every direction. Antonio, groggy, bobbed and weaved,

evading most of the blows. Suddenly his head cleared. His left Sashed out hard and straight, catching

Felix on the bridge of his nose.

Felix lashed back with a haymaker,
23

right oV the ghetto streets. At the same instant, his eye caught

another left hook from Antonio. Felix swung out, trying to clear the pain. Only the frenzied screaming

of those along ringside let him know that he had dropped Antonio. Fighting oV the growing haze,

Antonio struggled to his feet, got up, ducked, and threw a smashing right that dropped Felix Sat on his

back.

Felix got up as fast as he could in his own corner, groggy but still game. He didn’t even hear the count.

In a fog, he heard the roaring of the crowd, who seemed to have gone insane. His head cleared to hear

the bell sound at the end of the round. He was glad. His trainer sat him down on the stool.

In his corner, Antonio was doing what all Rghters do when they are hurt. They sit and smile at

everyone.

The referee signaled the ring doctor to check the Rghters out. He did so and then gave his OK. The

cold-water sponges brought clarity to both amigo brothers. They were rubbed until their circulation

ran free.

Bong! Round three — the Rnal round. Up to now it had been tic-tac-toe, pretty much even. But

everyone knew there could be no draw and that this round would decide the winner.

This time, to Felix’s surprise, it was Antonio who came out fast, charging across the ring. Felix braced

himself but couldn’t ward oV the barrage of punches. Antonio drove Felix hard against the ropes.

The crowd ate it up. Thus far the two had fought with mucho corazón.
24

Felix tapped his gloves and

commenced
25

his attack anew. Antonio, throwing boxer’s caution to the winds, jumped in to meet him.

Both pounded away. Neither gave an inch and neither fell to the canvas. Felix’s left eye was tightly

closed. Claret-red
26

blood poured from Antonio’s nose. They fought toe-to-toe.

The sounds of their blows were loud in contrast to the silence of a crowd gone completely mute. The

referee was stunned by their savagery.

Bong! Bong! Bong! The bell sounded over and over again. Felix and Antonio were past hearing. Their

blows continued to pound on each other like hailstones.

Finally the referee and the two trainers pried Felix and Antonio apart. Cold water was poured over

them to bring them back to their senses.

[90]

[95]

23. a forceful blow

24. Spanish for “a lot of heart”

25. Commence (verb): to begin

26. a deep purplish-red color
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“Amigo Brothers” from Stories from El Barrio by Piri Thomas. Copyright © 1978 by the Piri Thomas Estate. Reprinted by permission of
Graymalkin Media, LLC. All rights reserved.

They looked around and then rushed toward each other. A cry of alarm surged through Tompkins

Square Park. Was this a Rght to the death instead of a boxing match?

The fear soon gave way to wave upon wave of cheering as the two amigos embraced.

No matter what the decision, they knew they would always be champions to each other.

BONG! BONG! BONG! “Ladies and Gentlemen. Señores and Señoras. The winner and representative to

the Golden Gloves Tournament of Champions is…”

The announcer turned to point to the winner and found himself alone. Arm in arm the champions had

already left the ring.

[100]
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Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''
Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.'

!
Summer Reading 2018 -  All Incoming Freshmen 
 
This!I!Believe!is!a!collection!of!essays!in!which!people!reflect!on!the!personal!beliefs!that!shape!their!lives.!
Your!task!is!to!read!at!least!TEN!of!the!essays!and!take!notes!about!what!you!read!using!a!doubleH
column!journal.!Links!to!the!essays!are!listed!on!the!next!few!pages.!You!can!access!a!hard!copy!of!the!
book!through!Amazon,!Barnes!and!Noble,!or!your!local!library.!
!
A!DoubleHColumn!Journal!is!an!organization!chart!with!two!columns.!In!the!left*hand!column,!record!
important!passages!from!each!essay.!Specify!the!essay!title!and!author.!In!the!right*hand!column,!respond!
to!those!passages!by!elaborating!on!the!idea,!disagreeing!with!the!author,!or!offering!text*to*self!
connections.!Your!response!should!be!at!least!100!words!in!length.!
!
The!double*column!journal!should!quote!at!least!fifteen!passages!and!provide!fifteen!responses.!At!
least!TEN!of!the!essays!should!be!represented.!
 

EXAMPLE: 

 Passage 
- Include quotation 

marks “” around the 
passage.  

- After you quote the 
passage, identify 
the essay’s title and 
author. 

Response 
Your response can take on a variety of forms.  

- Summarize the passage and explains how it relates to the essay as a 
whole. 

- Relate personal experiences that relate to what is discussed in the 
passage / essay. 

- Agree or disagree with the ideas in the passage. 
- Elaborate on the author’s idea with your own insight. 
- Define challenging vocabulary words. 
- Ask meaningful questions. 

#1 “Principle 4: Coolness to 
the pizza delivery dude is a 
practice in equality. My 
measurement as a human 
being, my worth, is the 
pride I take in performing 
my job - any job - and the 
respect with which I treat 
others.” 

- from “Be Cool to the 
Pizza Delivery 
Dude” by Sarah 
Adams 

Sarah Adams’s essay is about much more than how we treat the pizza guy. 
The pizza guy represents everyone we’ve ever dealt with, whether it’s family, 
friends, acquaintances, or strangers. I appreciate this specific passage for two 
reasons. First, it expresses the importance of taking pride in one’s work. 
Whenever I do anything, whether it’s baking a cake or writing an essay or 
cleaning the bathroom, I want to make sure that I put forth my best effort. If it 
doesn’t turn out well, at least I know I’ve tried. That’s bravery. Also, a positive 
attitude makes “work” enjoyable. Second, it discusses the importance of 
respect. My father always said, “I would rather hear that people were making 
fun of you than hear that you were making fun of others.” Being “cool” to 
people shows that you are “cool.” So by respecting everyone, you respect 
yourself. I had to define a word while reading this passage. VOCABULARY: A 
“principle” is a fundamental truth or idea related to someone’s beliefs.  

 
 
 
 



Links to the essays from This I Believe are included below. If you prefer to use a hard copy of the text, you can borrow the 
book from the public library or purchase a copy through Amazon or Barnes and Noble.  

1. “Be Cool to the Pizza Dude” by Sarah Adams 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/23/  

2. “In Giving I Connect with Others” by Isabel Allende 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/11/  

3. “Remembering All the Boys” by Elvia Bautista 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/21255/  

4. “The Fellowship of the World” by Niven Busch 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16421/  

5. “There Is No Job More Important than Parenting” by 
Benjamin Carson 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/38/  
6. “The Hardest Work You Will Ever Do” by Mary Cook 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/616/  
7. “Good Can Be as Communicable as Evil” by Norman 

Corwin 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/12/  

8. “The Power and Mystery of Naming Things” by Eve Ensler 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/17/  

9. “Unleashing the Power of Creativity” by Bill Gates 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/5/  

10. “The People Who Love You When No One Else Will” by 
Cecile Gilmer 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/7154/  
11. “The Willingness to Work for Solutions” by Newt Gingrich 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/3/  
12. “The Connection between Strangers” by Miles Goodwin 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/9365/  
13. “Seeing in Beautiful, Precise Pictures” by Temple Grandin 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/18/  
14. “Disrupting My Comfort Zone” by Brian Grazer 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/22868/  
15. “Science Nourishes the Mind and Soul” by Brian Greene 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/24/  
16. “In Praise of the ‘Wobblies’” by Ted Gup 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/30/  
17. “The Power of Presence” by Debbie Hall 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/6647/  
18. “A Grown-Up Barbie” by Jane Hamill 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/21259/  
19. “Happy Talk” by Oscar Hammerstein II 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16609/  
20. “Natural Links in a Long Chain of Being” by Victor Hanson 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/20726/  
21. “A New Birth of Freedom” by Maximilian Hodder 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16645/  
22. “The Importance of Restlessness and Jagged Edges” by Kay 

Redfield Jamison 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/1/  

23. “A Duty to Heal” by Pius Kamau 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/4120/  

24. “The Bright Lights of Freedom” by Harold Hongju Koh 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/20736/  

25. “The Power of Love to Transform and Heal” by Jackie 
Lantry 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/13/  
26. “Life Grows in the Soil of Time” by Thomas Mann 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16783/  

27.  “Why I Close My Restaurant” by George Mardikian 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16784/  

28. “The Joy and Enthusiasm of Reading” by Rick Moody 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/31/  

29. “There Is Such a Thing as Truth” by Errol Morris 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/28/  

30. “The Rule of Law” by Michael Mullane 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/9574/  

31. “Getting Angry Can Be a Good Thing” by Cecilia Munoz 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/2/  

32. “Mysterious Connections That Link Us Together” by Azar 
Nafisi 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/19/  
33. “The Making of Poems” by Gregory Orr 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/21249/  
34. “The 50-Percent Theory of Life” by Steve Porter 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/25/  
35. “The America I Believe In” by Colin Powell 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/27/  
36. “The Real Consequences of Justice” by Frederic Reamer 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/22/  
37. “There Is More to Life than My Life” by Jamaica Ritcher 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/2714/  
38. “Tomorrow Will Be a Better Day” by Josh Rittenberg 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/4205/  
39. “Free Minds and Hearts at Work” by Jackie Robinson 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16931/  
40. “Growth That Starts from Thinking” by Eleanor Roosevelt 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/16936/  
41. “Do What You Love” by Tony Hawk 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/22870/  
42. “There Is No Such Thing as Too Much Barbeque” by Jason 

Sheehan 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/5322/  

43. “A Balance Between Nature and Nurture” by Gloria 
Steinem 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/32/  
44. “Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness” by Andrew 

Sullivan 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/29/  

45. “Always Go to the Funeral” by Deidre Sullivan 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/8/  

46. “Finding Prosperity by Feeding Monkeys” by Harold Taw 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/5561/  

47. “Testing the Limits of What I Know and Feel” by John 
Updike 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/14/  
48. “How Do You Believe in a Mystery?” by Loudon 

Wainwright III 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/22867/  

49. “Creative Solutions to Life’s Challenges” by Frank X 
Walker 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/21253/  
50. “Goodness Doesn’t Just Happen” by Rebecca West 

Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/17089/  
51. “When Ordinary People Achieve Extraordinary Things” by 

Jody Williams 
Link: https://thisibelieve.org/essay/7/  



!
ENGLISH!II!CP!

!
Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''

Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!
!
Read The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. As you read, write a double-column journal that 
includes at least 20. Use this journal to copy down and respond to quotations that capture your 
attention. Your response can take many different forms (close reading; questioning; connecting to 
other works of literature or nonfiction; relating to personal experience; explaining the context, etc.).   
 
DOUBLE-COLUMN JOURNAL ASSIGNMENT 

 
Requirements: 

 
● Each journal entry should be about a half page (125-150 words)!
● Use your journal to !

 
c Respond thoughtfully to passages in the novel that you find interesting, meaningful, or 

beautiful.!
c Analyze quotations for their use of literary devices. !
c Keep track of your reaction to characters, plot, setting, and point of view.!
c Develop your own voice as a writer.!

 
 
DOUBLE COLUMN JOURNAL EXAMPLE: 
  
Passage / Quote with page number:  Your Response /Analysis:   
p. 44 “The smoke increased, sifted, rolled  At first I thought there really was a squirrel, but 

outwards.  The squirrel leapt on the  it’s actually just a metaphor for the spreading fire. 
wings of the wind and clung to another  The speed of the “squirrel” contrasts with the slow, 
standing tree, eating downwards.” thick motion of the smoke. I keep noticing that  

Golding saves his most beautiful language for scenes 
of destruction and disturbing violence.  Why is that? 
What does this say about his view of human nature?  

 
 
*Your grade will be based on the quality of the writing, thinking, and close reading that you do. This 
assignment will be worth 10-15% of your first marking period grade. 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!



!
ENGLISH!II!HONORS!

!
Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''

Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!
 
 
The purpose of summer reading is not only to prepare you for the exciting year ahead in Honors 
English, but also to encourage you to strengthen your foundation in World Literature.  For this 
assignment, you will be reading two books—one work of short fiction, and one literary classic—and 
creating a double-column reading journal to record your thoughts and ideas as you read. 
 
All students are expected to read Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury. 
 
In addition, you must select one literary classic from the list below. 
 

Literary Classics (select one): 
 

The Inferno        Dante Alighieri 
A Streetcar Named Desire      Tennessee Williams 
Invisible Man        Ralph Ellison 
The Catcher in the Rye      J. D. Salinger 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream     William Shakespeare 
Notes from Underground      Fyodor Dostoyevsky 
Emma         Jane Austen 
Jane Eyre        Charlotte Brontë 
Wuthering Heights       Emily Brontë 
The Picture of Dorian Gray       Oscar Wilde 
Sophie’s World: A Novel about the History of Philosophy Jostein Gaardner 
2001: A Space Odyssey      Arthur C. Clarke 
The Overcoat and Other Short Stories    Nikolai Gogol 
The Pearl        John Steinbeck 
Treasure Island       Robert Louis Stevenson 
Slaughterhouse-Five      Kurt Vonnegut 
O Pioneers!         Willa Cather 

!
!
!
!
!



!
!
!
DOUBLE-COLUMN JOURNAL ASSIGNMENT 

 
Directions: As you read, write a double-column journal that includes at least 20 entries for each 
novel (a total of 40 entries). Use this journal to copy down and respond to quotations that capture 
your attention. Your response can take many different forms (close reading; questioning; connecting 
to other works of literature or nonfiction; relating to personal experience; explaining the context, etc.).   

 
Requirements: 

 
● Each journal entry should be about a half page (100-125 words)!
● Use your journal to !

 
c Respond thoughtfully to passages in the novel that you find interesting, meaningful, or 

beautiful.!
c Analyze quotations for their use of literary devices. !
c Keep track of your reaction to characters, plot, setting, and point of view.!
c Develop your own voice as a writer.!

 
 
DOUBLE COLUMN JOURNAL EXAMPLE: 
  
Passage / Quote with page number:  Your Response /Analysis:   
p. 44 “The smoke increased, sifted, rolled  At first I thought there really was a squirrel, but 

outwards.  The squirrel leapt on the  it’s actually just a metaphor for the spreading fire. 
wings of the wind and clung to another  The speed of the “squirrel” contrasts with the slow, 
standing tree, eating downwards.” thick motion of the smoke. I keep noticing that  

Golding saves his most beautiful language for scenes 
of destruction and disturbing violence.  Why is that? 
What does this say about his view of human nature?  

 
 
*Your grade will be based on the quality of the writing, thinking, and close reading that you do. This 
assignment will be worth 10-15% of your first marking period grade. 

!
!
!
!
!
!



!

ENGLISH!III!CP!
!

Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''
Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!

!
● Option!A:!!

o Read!The!House!on!Mango!Street!by!Sandra!Cisneros!and!complete!the!vignette!assignment!
OR!

● Option!B:!
o Read!Stiff!by!Mary!Roach!and!respond!to!8!of!the!questions!

!

!
Option!1:!The!House!on!Mango!Street!by!Sandra!Cisneros!

!
WHAT!IS!A!VIGNETTE?!
A!vignette!is!a!short!literary!sketch!that!is!rich!in!sensory!imagery!and!that!details!a!specific!event!
(i.e.!a!birthday!party,!a!quinceañera,!a!death),!character!(i.e.!your!mom,!a!character!from!a!movie,!a!
stranger)!or!place!(i.e.!your!house,!Bound!Brook!High!School,!the!Bridgewater!mall).!You!should!write!
about!people,!places,!and!things!that!have!are!meaningful!to!you!in!some!way.!!
!
The!text!that!you’re!going!to!read!over!the!summer—Sandra!Cisneros’s!The!House!on!Mango!Street—!is!
comprised!of!a!series!of!vignettes.!Therefore,!this!text!serves!as!a!great!model!for!the!kind!of!poetic!prose!
that!vignettes!are!known!for,!and!you!should!reference!this!text!often!as!you!complete!your!own,!
personal!writing.!!
!
REQUIREMENTS:!!
Over!the!summer,!you!will!complete!the!following:!!
● Read!Sandra!Cisnero’s!The!House!on!Mango!Street!

o A!link!to!the!book!in!English!can!be!found!here:!
http://www.nlcphs.org/SummerReadings/Freshmen/HouseOnMango.pdf!!

o You!will!have!an!assessment!on!this!book!when!you!return!in!September,!so!make!sure!to!
read!it!!

● Write!six!of!your!own!vignettes!that!show!specific!moments!that!are!important!to!you!as!a!person!
and!which!incorporate!literary!devices!(simile,!metaphor,!sensory!imagery,!onomatopoeia,!etc.)!
Your!vignettes!should!be!approximately!250!words!in!length.!For!your!vignettes,!use!at!least!
three*!titles!from!The$House$on$Mango$Street$to!write!half!of!your!own,!personal!snapshots.!
The!titles!that!you!can!pull!from!are:!!

● The House on _____ Street (insert your street name) !!
● Hairs !!
● Boys & Girls !!
● My Name!
● (Proper Noun) Queen of (Noun)!
● Our Good Day !!
● Laughter !!
● Those Who Don’t !!
● There Was an Old Woman She Had So Many Children She 

Didn’t Know What to Do !!
● (Proper Noun) Who Sees (Noun)!
● (Proper Noun) and the (Noun)!

● And Some More !
● The Family of (adjective) (noun) !!
● A (type) Sandwich!
● Hips !
● The First Job !!
● Born Bad !!
● No Speak English !!
● Beautiful & Cruel !!
● A Smart Cookie !!
● What (Noun) Said !
● A House of My Own ! 



!
*For!the!remaining!three!vignettes!that!you!will!write,!come!up!with!your!own!titles!!Assign!titles!
that!explain!what!your!vignette!snapshot!is!about.!!
TIPS!FOR!WRITING:!!
● Use!sensory!details!to!describe!the!moment!that!you!are!in!(gustatory,!olfactory,!visual,!audio,!

tactile).!Put!the!reader!there!!!!
● Tap!into!other!literary!devices!too!like!onomatopoeia!(BAM!)!or!metaphor!(his!eyes!were!an!ocean!

of!emptiness!to!me).!!!
● Don’t!ramble;!offer!a!snapshot!of!the!moment!as!Sandra!Cisneros!does!in!her!book.!Create!an!

atmosphere,!not!a!story.!!!
● Evoke!emotion;!make!the!reader!feel!something.!!!

 
STUDENT EXAMPLES: ! 
 
Father: I love you with the face of a blank, white page. I look at my father, confused and shocked. The screams 
that could be heard from a long distance—from pure love and happiness—so quick to be darkened and angered 
like a desperation for something. An urge or rush when you need something. I hear my older brother in the 
background, yelling over my mother and father, yelling louder than one would yell at a concert. He is defending 
the queen, the head of the house, as a shield in front of her. My father is the predator in the jungle. Everything is 
blocked out, and the only things I can hear are my own thoughts, self-confusion, and fear. I can hear the beat of 
my heart pounding. I can feel warm tears slowly then rapidly drip down my face. Suddenly, a shadow bigger 
than me hovers over, getting smaller and smaller. It is my father. He looks at me sorrowfully, then neglects me. 
Runs out and vanishes in the fog until I can no longer see him, not one bit. I close my eyes, and just like that he’s 
gone. ! 
 
It’s Easy to Stand Out:  !I see a room full of people. All of them are my friends, around the same age as me. As 
I take a good look around, I realize that they are all the same race. I lick the left-over cheese from my Dorito- 
covered fingers and continue to watch and listen while the boys argue about baseball. I played baseball for about 
six years, but I never was really that interested in it; I just did it to pass the time. Now, I reach for my cup of soda 
sitting on the little table in front of me. I stop mid-reach and sit up, looking around the room. To my left: two white 
boys. To my right: three more white boys. I glance down and take a good look at my brown hand wrapped 
around my cup of Sprite. I hold the cup tight as I bring it to my lips and glance around the room, wondering if the 
boys sitting next to me realize what I realize. I feel alone and out of place. I try not to make it noticeable. My 
friend’s mom comes down and asks if anyone wants pizza. I say “no,” but when everyone goes to the kitchen, I 
go with them. I try my hardest not to stand out.  
 
!Routine: Normal routine like everyday. Not much exciting for an elementary student. Get up, brush your teeth, 
and get dressed for your “only” responsibility according to every parent. I get ready, putting on my junior-sized, 
soft-as-a-cloud, long jeans. Meanwhile, every other elementary-age girl is putting on a maximum size 12 in kid’s 
jeans in kids. If it wasn't for my growth spurt hitting when I was barley in kindergarten, maybe I would be one of 
them. As I finish getting ready and am on the journey to the education institution, all I do is look down. I walk in 
seeing all the students under me. Everyone looking up to me, and I feel humungous. I hear the chatting around 
me as I walk to class. Holding my books close to me as I keep walking, and I can taste my mouth drying up. I 
remember comments I've been told: "I thought you were in high school" or "you look older." How I was line leader 
once and how my peers confused me as a teacher. A collection of comments that proved I am different. As I 
continue to walk, I finally get to class and take a sit. And finally, I'm not such an outcast. I blend in a bit more 
sitting down, and for a moment, I look like I belong. ! 
 

Option!2:!!Stiff!by!Mary!Roach!
!

An!alternate!book!for!students!moving!is!Stiff!by!Mary!Roach.!Students!must!read!the!text!and!respond!to!
8!of!the!discussion!questions!in!a!paragraph!of!no!less!than!100!words!for!each!response.!
!
Mrs.!Del!Conte!has!a!limited!number!of!copies!of!the!book!and!they!are!first!come,!first!served.!!You!are!
welcome!to!buy!a!new!copy!of!the!book,!but!there!are!many!opportunities!to!purchase!cheaper,!used!
copies!online!including!these!book!sites:!
www.Amazon.com! ! www.Half.com! ! www.Thriftbooks.com!
!
E*book!Versions:!The!Kindle!edition:!www.amazon.com!
!!https://tinyurl.com/myvgark! and! !!!https://tinyurl.com/lr7trlr!



!
Discussion!Questions!! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Questions!issued!by!publisher)!
Choose!8!of!the!following!and!respond!in!a!paragraph!of!no!less!than!100!words!each:!
!

1. In!her!introduction!to!Stiff,!Mary!Roach!remarks!that!"death!makes!us!helplessly!polite."!Why!is!it!that!we're!
compelled!to!use!polite!language!when!discussing!death?!Why!are!we!often!afraid!to!discuss!it!in!the!way!
Roach!has!done!here?!
!

2. Roach!discovered!that!students!in!anatomy!classes!tend!not!to!enjoy!touching!and!smelling!cadavers,!even!
though!they!relish!the!opportunity!to!study!them.!Does!this!surprise!you?!Why!might!someone!want!to!work!
with!cadavers?!
!

3. Could!one!remain!more!psychologically!and!emotionally!balanced!in!their!dealings!with!cadavers!by!
humanizing!them,!as!Roach!frequently!does,!or!by!objectifying!them?!Explain.!
!

4. Roach!describes!the!smell!of!a!decomposing!human:!"It!is!dense!and!cloying,!sweet!but!not!flower*sweet.!
Halfway!between!rotting!fruit!and!rotting!meat."!But!modern!embalming!methods!allow!us!to!present!
odorless,!good*looking!corpses!at!funerals.!Has!modern!mortuary!science!made!death!more!aesthetically!
pleasing?!
!

5. Dennis!Shanahan,!who!investigated!the!grisly!human!wreckage!of!downed!TWA!Flight!800,!told!Roach!that!
the!hardest!thing!about!examining!Flight!800!was!that!most!of!the!bodies!were!relatively!whole.!He!said,!
"Intactness!bothers!me!much!more!than!the!lack!of!it."!Why!might!he!feel!this!way?!Do!you!agree!or!
disagree?!
!

6. Many!research!studies!that!make!use!of!cadavers!raise!questions!about!maintaining!the!dignity!of!the!
deceased.!For!example,!a!ballistics!study!might!involve!decapitating!a!cadaver!or!shooting!one!in!the!face—
all!for!the!sake!of!gathering!data!to!ensure!that!innocent!civilians!who!are!hit!in!the!face!with!nonlethal!
bullets!won't!suffer!disfiguring!fractures.!Do!you!think!that!the!humanitarian!benefits!of!experimenting!on!
cadavers!can!outweigh!any!potential!breach!of!respect!for!the!dead?!Why!or!why!not?!
!

7. The!heart,!cut!from!the!chest,!can!keep!beating!on!its!own!for!as!long!as!a!minute!or!two.!This,!Roach!says,!
reflects!centuries!of!confusion!over!how!exactly!to!define!death.!Have!modern!scientific!experiments!on!
cadavers!helped!us!to!pinpoint!the!precise!moment!when!life!ceases!to!exist!and!all!that's!left!is!a!corpse?!
Explain.!
!

8. Roach!says,!"On!a!rational!level,!most!people!are!comfortable!with!the!concept!of!brain!death!and!organ!
donation.!But!on!an!emotional!level,!they!may!have!a!harder!time!accepting!it."!Some!organ!recipients!even!
worry!that!they!will!take!on!certain!characteristics!of!their!donors.!What!might!this!say!about!how!we!link!
the!physical!human!body!to!the!human!soul?!
!

9. In!Chapter!10,!Roach!takes!us!on!a!grand!tour!of!cannibalism!across!cultures.!She's!compelled!by!the!idea!
that!economics!accounts!for!why!people!throughout!history!have!never!dined!regularly!on!each!other.!
Humans,!she!says,!turn!out!to!be!lousy!livestock,!because!you!have!to!give!them!more!food!to!feed!them!than!
you'd!gain!in!the!end!by!eating!them.!How!do!you!react!to!this!idea?!
!

10. In!Chapter!11,!Roach!journeys!to!an!island!in!Sweden,!where!a!forty*seven*year*old!biologist*entrepreneur!
has!made!a!business!of!producing!compost!from!cadavers.!This!business!has!major!corporate!backing!and!an!
international!patent,!and!mortuary!professionals!in!many!countries,!including!the!United!States,!are!
interested!in!representing!the!new!technology.!Do!you!think!that!the!"human!compost!movement"!could!gain!
traction!where!you!live?!
!

11. Roach!concludes!that!"it!makes!little!sense!to!try!to!control!what!happens!to!your!remains!when!you!are!no!
longer!around!to!reap!the!joys!or!benefits!of!that!control."!Do!you!agree!with!her?!!



!
!!

ENGLISH!III!HONORS!
!

Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''
Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!

 
This Summer Reading Assignment is due the first day of school. No exceptions. It is NOT to be turned in digitally. 
All summer questions may be sent to sdelconte@bbrook.k12.nj.us BEFORE August 20th. 
 
Summer!Reading!Assignment!Rationale! 

1. Book:'In!the!Time!of!the!Butterflies!by!Julia!Alvarez!
!

2. Assignment:!Dialectical!Journal.!See!handout.!Students!pull!quotations!and!respond!in!a!paragraph!or!two.!!
!

3. Purpose!for!assignment:!One!purpose!is!to!allow!students!to!begin!engaging!a!text!in!multiple!ways,!allowing!
them!to!start!thinking!about!how!they!arrive!at!the!understanding!they!get!from!a!text.!This!helps!them!work!
through!the!text!and!gives!a!framework!for!how!to!read!and!analyze!texts!we!will!read!throughout!the!year.!
Another!purpose!is!to!allow!me!to!gauge!a!student’s!ability!to!read!and!respond!to!text.!The!journals!are!not!due!
until!the!third!week!of!school,!so!if!a!student!was!not!here!to!receive!the!assignment!(moveUins,!transfers,!etc.),!
this!allows!him/her!to!read!the!text!and!journal.!!

!
We!then!use!the!journals!as!we!dissect!the!text!over!the!next!few!weeks,!making!the!journal!a!valuable!tool!for!
discussion.!I!make!copies!of!strong!entries!to!distribute!to!those!whose!early!journals!are!vague,!unsupported,!
or!poorly!done!so!they!can!improve!their!skill!in!both!reading!text!and!writing!about!it.!!
!
The!assignment!will!be!graded!very!supportively!for!this!is!the!first!experience!(for!most!students)!with!
Dialectical!Journaling.!It!will!count!as!a!quiz!grade!so!that!any!qualifying!students!who!miss!out!are!not!doomed!
to!failing!and/or!dropping.!!
!

4. CCCS!Standards:!The!assignment!develops!the!reading!standards!primarily,!but!eventually!leads!to!development!
of!the!writing!standards!as!well.!!
!

READING! 
● Key!Ideas!and!Details!!

o ELACC9U10RL1:!Cite!strong!and!thorough!textual!evidence!to!support!analysis!of!what!the!text!says!explicitly!as!well!as!
inferences!drawn!from!the!text.!!

o ELACC9U10RL2:!Determine!a!theme!or!central!idea!of!text!and!analyze!in!detail!its!development!over!the!course!of!the!text,!
including!how!it!emerges!and!is!shaped!and!refined!by!specific!details;!provide!an!objective!summary!of!the!text.!!

o ELACC9U10RL3:!Analyze!how!complex!characters!(e.g.,!those!with!multiple!or!conflicting!motivations)!develop!over!the!course!
of!a!text,!interact!with!other!characters,!and!advance!the!plot!or!develop!the!theme.!!

● Craft!and!Structure!!
o ELACC9U10RL4:!Determine!the!meaning!of!words!and!phrases!as!they!are!used!in!the!text,!including!figurative!and!connotative!

meanings;!analyze!the!cumulative!impact!of!specific!word!choices!on!meaning!and!tone!(e.g.,!how!the!language!evokes!a!sense!
of!time!and!place;!how!it!sets!a!formal!or!informal!tone.)!!

o ELACC9U10RL5:!Analyze!how!an!author’s!choices!concerning!how!to!structure!a!text,!order!events!within!it!(e.g.,!parallel!plots),!
and!manipulate!time!(e.g.,!pacing,!flashbacks)!create!such!effects!as!mystery,!tension,!or!surprise.!!

'
WRITING! 

● Text!Types!and!Purposes!!
o ELACC9U10W2:!Write!informative/explanatory!texts!to!examine!and!convey!complex!ideas,!concepts,!and!information!clearly!

and!accurately!through!the!effective!selection,!organization,!and!analysis!of!content.!!
o Introduce!a!topic;!organize!complex!ideas,!concepts,!and!information!to!make!important!connections!and!distinctions;!include!

formatting!(e.g.,!headings),!graphics!(e.g.,!figures,!tables),!and!multimedia!when!useful!to!aiding!comprehension.!!
o Develop!the!topic!with!wellUchosen,!relevant,!and!sufficient!facts,!extended!definitions,!concrete!details,!quotations,!or!other!

information!and!examples!appropriate!to!the!audience’s!knowledge!of!the!topic.!!
!

Assignment'from'http://www.cherokee.k12.ga.us/Schools/woodstockFhs/mediacenter/WHS%20Summer%20Documents/Morris%2010th%20Honors%20Summer%20Reading.pdf'
!



IT!IS!HIGHLY!SUGGESTED!THIS!ASSIGNMENT!BE!COMPLETED!DURING!THE!SUMMER.!ELEMENTS!OF!THE!STORY!WILL!BE!DISCUSSED!DURING!THE!
FIRST!FEW!WEEKS!OF!SCHOOL.!IF!YOU!CHOOSE!NOT!TO!COMPLETE!IT!OVER!THE!SUMMER,!YOU!WILL!HAVE!A!FEW!WEEKS!TO!DO!SO!
AFTER!THE!START!OF!SCHOOL,!BUT!KEEP!IN!MIND!YOU!WILL!ALSO!BE!RESPONSIBLE!FOR!ANY!OTHER!ASSIGNMENTS!GIVEN!DURING!
THOSE!FIRST!FEW!WEEKS.!!
!

!

DIALECTICAL JOURNALS'
The term “Dialectic” means “the art or practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation involving question 
and answer.” Think of your dialectical journal as a series of conversations with the texts we read during this 
course. The process is meant to help you develop a better understanding of the texts we read. Use your journal 
to incorporate your personal responses to the texts, your ideas about the themes we cover and our class 
discussions. You will find that it is a useful way to process what you’re reading, prepare yourself for group 
discussion, and gather textual evidence for your Literary Analysis assignments.  
 
PROCEDURE:  

• As you read, choose passages that stand out to you and record them in the left-hand column of a T-chart 
(ALWAYS include page numbers).  

• In the right column, write your response to the text (ideas/insights, questions, reflections, and comments 
on each passage)  

• You must label your responses using the following codes: 
(Q) Question – ask about something in the passage that is unclear 
(C) Connect – make a connection to your life, the world, or another text 
(P) Predict – anticipate what will occur based on what’s in the passage 
(CL) Clarify – answer earlier questions or confirm/disaffirm a prediction 
(R) Reflect – think deeply about what the passage means in a broad sense – not just to the characters in 
the story. What conclusions can you draw about the world, about human nature, or just the way things 
work? 
(E) Evaluate - make a judgment about the character(s), their actions, or what the author is trying to say 

• Complete journal entries for at least two passages each week. You can earn up to 25 points per week for 
your journals. Reproduce template attached as needed. 
 

 
Sample Dialectical Journal entry: THE THINGS THEY CARRIED by Tim O’Brien 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
CHOOSING PASSAGES FROM THE TEXT:  
Look for quotes that seem significant, powerful, thought provoking or puzzling. For example, you might record:  
o Effective &/or creative use of stylistic or literary devices 
o Passages that remind you of your own life or something you’ve seen before 
o Structural shifts or turns in the plot 
o A passage that makes you realize something you hadn’t seen before 
o Examples of patterns or archetypes: recurring images, ideas, colors, symbols or motifs. o Passages with 
confusing language or unfamiliar vocabulary 
o Events you find surprising or confusing 
o Passages that illustrate a particular character or setting  
 
RESPONDING TO THE TEXT:  
You can respond to the text in a variety of ways. The most important thing to remember is that your 
observations should be specific and detailed. You can write as much as you want for each entry. You can use 
loose-leaf paper for your journals or the template provided below.  
Basic Responses  
o Raise questions about the beliefs and values implied in the text o Give your personal reactions to the passage 
o Discuss the words, ideas, or actions of the author or character(s) o Tell what it reminds you of from your own 
experiences  
o Write about what it makes you think or feel 
o Agree or disagree with a character or the author  
 
Sample Sentence Starters:  
I really don’t understand this because... 
I really dislike/like this idea because... 
I think the author is trying to say that... 
This passage reminds me of a time in my life when... If I were (name of character) at this point I would... 
This part doesn’t make sense because...  
This character reminds me of (name of person) because...  
 
Higher Level Responses  
o Analyze the text for use of literary devices (tone, structure, style, imagery) o Make connections between 
different characters or events in the text 
o Make connections to a different text (or film, song, etc...) 
o Discuss the words, ideas, or actions of the author or character(s)  
o Consider an event or description from the perspective of a different character o Analyze a passage and its 
relationship to the story as a whole 
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ENGLISH!IV!CP!

 
Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''

Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!
 
 
Over the summer you are to read a nonfiction book entitled Chew on This by Eric Schlosser. It is 
about the food industry and may change the way you look at food, so beware!  
 
As you read, answer in complete sentences the questions that are contained within this packet. 
Answer each part of the question fully in paragraphs of no less than three sentences. Under no 
circumstances are you to share answers with classmates. Sharing answers will result in a “0”          
Do your own work! 
 
After reading, respond to the following question in a 4-paragraph essay: 
 

How does the author try to get the reader to change his or her mind about fast food? 
What images were the most impactful in your mind and why were they effective? Cite 
several specific examples from the book that support your assertions. 

 
Your essay should include: 

o at least 6 citations from the book (three per body paragraph)  !
 
A few copies of the book are available at the public library as well as at the high school (contact Mrs. 
Del Conte to borrow a copy from her). The book is also available at any bookstore under the ISBN # 
978-0618593941. Other places to consider for copies of the book are: 

▪ Amazon.com!
▪ iTunes https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/chew-on-this/id601987027?mt=11!
▪ http://www.thriftbooks.com!
▪ http://www.abebooks.com!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

'
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
READING QUESTIONS 

 
“The Pioneers” 1-35 
1. What is the author’s purpose for writing the introduction? 
2. Who invented the hamburger? 
3. Explain the different reasons why ground beef had a bad reputation. 
4. What changed people’s view of hamburgers? 
5. Describe the history of the carhop. 
6. How was Richard and Mac McDonald’s radical new idea implemented? 
7. How did Ray Kroc’s contributions to McDonald’s make the restaurant an even bigger success? 
8. Taking the history of the developers of several of the fast food chains that we know today into 

consideration, what conclusions can you make about life and people’s view of careers in America 
during the 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s? 

 
“The Youngster Business” 36-91 
9. Describe what Ray Croc and Walt Disney are credited/accused of doing.  
10. Explain the concept of synergy using examples from the text. 
11. Describe the plans that Ray Croc set in place to make McDonald’s a “family restaurant.” 
12. As detailed in James U. McNeal’s book, what are two of the seven nags? 
13. In relation to the chapter’s topic, why are kids’ clubs good business? 
14. Interpret the quote, “McDonald’s is in some ways a toy company, not a food company.” 
15. In the 1980’s, what was the purpose of McDonald’s purchasing the world’s largest amount of satellite 

images? 
16. Discuss the concept behind the term “McJob.” 
17. What events led up to Pascal and Maxime’s formation of the labor union? 
18. Give an example of a marketing campaign for a product that persuaded you or your parents to buy 

something. B) Whether or not you have been persuaded in the past, do you think you will be more 
aware of these tactics in the future? Explain. 

 
“The Secret of the Fries” 92-127 
19. Comment on what your learned about how the food items are made. Were you surprised to learn 

what is in the red food dye that goes into many fast food strawberry shakes? Or what about the 
flavoring that goes into French fries? What do you think about the fact that a lot of the flavors in your 
fast food comes from chemical factories along the New Jersey Turnpike? Could our food be made 
any other way? 

20. Was it appropriate for Harish Bharti to file a lawsuit claiming that McDonald’s was misleading 
vegetarians? What do you think of the results of the suit? 

21. Based on what you learned from reading this chapter, explain whether or not you think that the foods 
American children like the most are the foods that children all over the world like the most. 

 
“Stop the Pop” 128-201 
22. What is the author’s purpose for writing about the history of the Yupiks? 
23. Explain the problem revealed in Spargo’s book The Bitter Cry of Children. 
24. What prompted Kristina Clark to “Stop the Pop?” Explain completely. 
 
“Meat” 156-201 
25. What was the purpose of including a section on the cattle market? 
26. What conclusions can you draw from the section about chickens? 
27. What was the effect of the publication of The Jungle? Explain completely. (For extra credit: Why is the 

author of The Jungle – Upton Sinclair – so ironic for BBHS students who are completing this 
assignment?) 

28. Why did the author include information about Sundance, Butch, and Emily? 
 
 



 
 
“Big” 202-233 
29. What are some of the effects on growing bodies of consuming too much fast food and exercising too 

little? 
30. Representatives of the fast food industry say that the responsibility for healthy choices lies with you. 

Do you agree? B) How much do you think that a lack of personal responsibility is a cause of the 
current obesity crisis? C) How much do you think corporations are responsible? Why? 

31. Eric Schlosser and Charles Wilson describe Sam Fabrikant’s struggle with weight gain and his 
frightening experience with gastric bypass surgery at the age of sixteen. After reading about Sam’s 
experience, do you think that gastric bypass surgery was the best option for him? What were Sam’s 
alternatives? 

 
“Your Way” 234-258 
32. What alternatives to eating at the big fast food chains do the authors propose? What other 

alternatives can you identify? 
33. Has reading Chew on This changed your mind about where to buy your food? Why or why not? 
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Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''
Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!

'
The purpose of summer reading is not only to prepare you for English Composition I but also to 
encourage you to develop an informed opinion about some of the most urgent and provocative 
contemporary issues and challenges confronting us today.  With this goal in mind, you will be reading 
one novel and viewing one film.   
 
All students are required to read Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell. 
 
In addition, you are expected to watch one of the following films:  
 
Cultural Literacy: Film (select one): 
 

LANGUAGE 
Lost in Translation (2003; dir. Sophia Coppola) R 
Thank You for Smoking (2006; dir. Jason Reitman) R 

 
  THE FINANCIAL CRISIS 

Inside Job (2010; dir. Charles Ferguson) 
Inequality for All (2013; dir. Jacob Kornbluth)  

 
NATURE 

Grizzly Man (2005; dir. Werner Herzog) R 
 

WAR 
Dr. Strangelove (1964; dir. Stanley Kubrick) 
Restrepo (2010; dir. Sebastian Junger) 

 
  GENETIC ENGINEERING 
   Gattaca (1997; dir. Andrew Niccol) 

The Future of Food (2004; dir. Deborah Koons Garcia) 
 

SCIENCE FICTION 
The Matrix (1999; dir. Larry and Andy Wachowski) 

 
SUSPENSE 

Vertigo (1958; dir. Alfred Hitchcock) 
!
!
!
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I. Double-Column Journal: George Orwell’s 1984 
 
Directions: As you read, create a double-column journal that includes at least 20 entries. Use this 
journal to copy down and respond to quotations that capture your attention. Your response can take 
many different forms (close reading; questioning; connecting to other works of literature or nonfiction; 
relating to personal experience; explaining the context, etc.).   
● Each journal entry should be about a half page (125-150 words)!
● Use your journal to !

c Respond personally to passages in the novel that you find interesting, meaningful, or 
beautiful!

c Analyze quotations for their use of literary devices !
c Keep track of your reaction to characters, plot, setting, and point of view!
c Develop your own voice as a writer!

 
DOUBLE COLUMN JOURNAL EXAMPLE: 
Passage / Quote with page number:  Your Response /Analysis:   
p. 44 “The smoke increased, sifted, rolled  At first I thought there really was a squirrel, but 

outwards.  The squirrel leapt on the  it’s actually just a metaphor for the spreading fire. 
wings of the wind and clung to another  The speed of the “squirrel” contrasts with the slow, 
standing tree, eating downwards.” thick motion of the smoke. I keep noticing that  

Golding saves his most beautiful language for scenes 
of destruction and disturbing violence.  Why is that? 
What does this say about his view of human nature?  

 
*Your grade will be based on the quality of the writing, thinking, and close reading that you do.  
 
 
II. Critical Film Review 

 
Here’s your chance to play the film critic!  Pretend that you are the chief film reviewer for a nationally 
published newspaper or magazine.  Choose the newspaper you are going to be a critic for, and make 
sure that your review lines up with the views commonly expressed in that publication.  (You’ll want to 
look at examples say, in the New York Times or the Orange Country Register, etc.)   
 
Format:  The editor wants your review to be between 350 and 500 words in length.  There should 
be two main paragraphs.  The first summarizes the film and identifies major actors or characters in it, 
as well as locations, background—the details that any reader would need to understand your review.  
The second paragraph needs to be evaluative.  Here’s where you persuasively argue your opinion 
about the film.  However, your editor insists that you anticipate at least one counter-argument to your 
position.  (i.e. If you like the film, try to imagine what someone who doesn’t like the film would have to 
say, and vice versa.)   
 
If you are looking for further models, look to RottenTomatoes.com.  This is an excellent resource for 
how to write a very “quotable” film review. 
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LANGUAGE!&!COMPOSITION 

!
Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''

Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!
 
Welcome to AP Language!   
 
I.   Required Nonfiction:  (1) Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer  
                                                            (2) The Professor and the Madman by Simon Winchester 
                                                            (3) Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass 
DIRECTIONS: 
 
1. Into the Wild: Essay Prompt 
 
This work of nonfiction touched a nerve with readers as soon as the story became public. The central question is 
why did Chris McCandless do what he did? Recently there has been new speculation as to the medical causes 
for his death. Rather than speculate on the causes of why he died, I want you to explore the reasons for what he 
did. What drives a young man with an education and supportive family to go off into the wilds of Alaska? 
Krakauer delves into several possible reasons for what motivated McCandless. In an essay of 750 words, 
explore three of those reasons and comment on the one you think is the most plausible.  
 
(2) The Professor and the Madman: Historical and other allusions  
 
This author explores how a murder involving a Civil War Doctor connects to the creation of the Oxford English 
Dictionary.  Choose (7) historical references in the book and do a google search to learn more.  Speculate on 
why you find that particular allusion interesting.  For example, the opening of the book mentions many facts 
about the Civil War, medicine and the training of doctors.  You might want to find out more about one of these 
topics.  Write about 400-600 words for each allusion.  It could be historical in nature, a place, a name, concern 
geography etc. Anything you can research and find out more about it.     
 
 (3)  Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass : Double-Entry Journal  
 
Use this journal to copy down and respond to quotations that capture your attention. Your response can take 
many different forms (close reading; questioning; connecting to other works of literature or nonfiction; relating 
to personal experience; explaining the context, etc.).  Your journals will be evaluated primarily for the quality 
of the writing and thinking you do.  All journals must meet the following minimum requirements:   
 
25 journal entries: 

  
For example, if I were writing a double-entry on The Lord of the Flies, it might look like this: 
  
 The Lord of the Flies, by William Golding 
  
Passage from the text: Connection, Interpretation:  
“The smoke increased, sifted, rolled 
outwards.  The squirrel leapt on the wings 
of the wind and clung to another standing 
tree, eating downwards.” (44) 

At first I thought there really was a squirrel, but it’s actually just a 
metaphor for the spreading fire.  The speed of the squirrel 
contrasts with the slow, thick motion of the smoke. Overall, I 
keep noticing that Golding saves his most beautiful language for 
scenes of destruction and violence.  Why is that? What does this 
say about his view of human nature? 



 
 !
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!
Due'Thursday,'September'6th'or'Friday,'September'7th'(depending'on'AFB'schedule)''

Graded'as'one'major'assessment'grade'for'the'first'marking'period.!
!
Welcome to AP Literature!  

Part of succeeding on the AP Literature exam is successfully completing an essay on a “work of literary merit. 
During the course we will be reading books that may appear on question 3 (the essay question on a work of 
literary merit) of the exam in May, but it is impossible to read all the works necessary to give you a well 
rounded knowledge of literature covered by AP in the span of 8 months. In order to establish a solid foundation 
you will be required to read three texts and complete the assignments for each one. You will be graded on 
completeness, neatness, and on timeliness.  

Book 1: Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen  

Background: Part of the charm of earlier works of fiction is the limitations and speed of communication. Today 
we take instant communication for granted but in Austen’s time when it was not possible to talk directly to 
someone, the only option was to write a letter. In the novel a great deal of tension is created because people do 
not know what other people are doing or thinking. During the novel there are a few letters written that alleviate 
some of that confusion or tension.  

Task: Put yourself in the role of one of the characters and write (6) letters from one character to another 
character.(not all from the same character) The letter should be connected to the conflicts and dramatic irony 
created by the plot narrative. Letters should come at different parts of the novel, be at least 400 words each and 
show some creative thought concerning what the characters are thinking.  

Vocabulary: Select 25 words and define them.  

 

Book 2: Crime and Punishment by Fyodor Dostoyevsky  

Background: In Austen’s time the field of psychology had not yet been developed. Sigmund Freud who would 
have much to say about dreams would not be born for another fifty years, but people have always speculated on 
the meaning of dreams and how they may influence their lives.  

Task: Look at the different dreams throughout the novel and decide what functional role they fulfill. Pick one of 
the dreams and give your analysis (how should the dream be interpreted?) as it relates to the character and the 
story. Your response must be 3-4 pages double-spaced.  

What role does suffering play for the characters and in the novel? How does each character suffer and feel about 
his or her suffering? Pick one character and tell how they react to their suffering and how it changes or affects 
his or her life. Your response must be 3-4 pages double-space.  

 

 

 



 

 

Book 3: Optional (Approved by Mr. McDonnell or selected from works that have appeared on AP Exam 
or Catch 22 by Joseph Heller) 

Background: The war novel has a long tradition in literature. War and Peace, All Quiet on the Western Front, 
The Red Badge of Courage, and The Things They Carried to name a few. Heller’s work set on an island off 
Italy in World War II takes a comic look at the cost of war and those who fight those battles. If you choose 
another work, complete the same assignment.  

Task: Double entry Journal: Select 25 quotes and then write a comment for each quote. Comments should be 
100 words or more.  

Vocabulary: Select 25 words and define them 

 

 *Late Work will be marked down one full grade for each day it is late. 

!


